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1. Hobbes' Fiction

[Let us] . . . return again to the state of nature, and consider men as if but even now sprung out of the earth, and suddenly (like mushrooms), come to full maturity, without any kind of engagement with each other.

Thomas Hobbes ([1651]1949, p. 100)

If friends make gifts, gifts make friends. . . . Thus do primitive people transcend the Hobbesian chaos.

Marshall Sahlins (1972, p. 186)

MARKETS AND OTHER economic institutions do more than allocate goods and services: they also influence the evolution of values, tastes, and personalities. Economists have long assumed otherwise; the axiom of exogenous preferences is as old as liberal political philosophy itself. Thomas Hobbes' mushroom metaphor abstracts from the ways that society shapes the development of its members in favor of "taking individuals as they are." Reflecting this canon, most economists have not asked how we come to want and value the things we do.

Hobbes' fiction neatly elides the influence of social arrangements on the process of human development and thus greatly simplifies the task of economic theory. But the scope of economic inquiry is thereby truncated in ways which restrict its explanatory power, policy relevance, and ethical coherence. If preferences are affected by the policies or institutional arrangements we study, we can neither accurately predict nor coherently evaluate the likely consequences of new policies or institutions without taking account of preference endogeneity. In the pages which
follow I review models and evidence concerning the impact of economic institutions on preferences, broadly construed, and comment on some implications for economic theory and policy analysis.

The production and distribution of goods and services in any society is organized by a set of rules, among which are allocation by fiat in states, firms, and other organizations, patriarchal and other customary allocations based on gender, age, and kinship (as for example takes place within families), gift, theft, bargaining, and of course markets. Particular combinations of these rules give entire societies modifiers such as "capitalist," "traditional," "communist," "patriarchal," and "corporatist." These distinct allocation rules along with other institutions dictate what one must do or be to acquire one’s livelihood. In so doing they impose characteristic patterns of interaction on the people who make up a society, affecting who meets whom, on what terms, to perform which tasks, and with what expectation of rewards.

One risks banality, not controversy, in suggesting that these allocation rules therefore influence the process of human development, affecting personality, habits, tastes, identities, and values. One cannot be too far out on a limb when in the company of Adam Smith as well as Edmund Burke, Alexis de Tocqueville and Karl Marx, John Stuart Mill and Frederick Hayek: all celebrated or lamented the effects of markets and other economic institutions on human development. But consensus eludes any of the grand claims made concerning the nature of the effects or how they might be generated. The reason is that most writers have implicitly invoked a kind of functionalist correspondence between economic structures on the one hand and values, customs, and tastes on the other, without explaining the mechanisms by which the former might affect the latter. Thoughtful works on the subject—Joseph Schumpeter (1950) on "the civilization of capitalism," Daniel Bell (1976) on "the cultural contradictions of capitalism," David Potter (1954) on the "people of plenty," Karl Polanyi (1957) on "the great transformation," or Peter Laslett (1965) on "the world we have lost"—are surprisingly bereft of causal arguments.

Nonetheless, the argument that economic institutions influence motivations and values is plausible, and the amount of evidence consistent with the hypothesis is impressive. Many ethnographic and historical studies, for example, recount the impact of modern economic institutions on traditional or indigenous cultures. The rapid rise of feminist values, the reduction in family size, and the transformation of sexual practices coincident with the extension of women’s labor force participation likewise suggest that changes in economic organization may foster dramatic changes in value orientations.

Drawing on literatures from the other

1 I abstract from other forms of preference endogeneity such as the many variants of Harvey Leibenstein’s (1950) “bandwagon” and “snob” effects or James Duesenberry’s (1949) analysis of keeping up with the Jones’ or Thorstein Veblen’s (1934) emulation effects, or the interdependent preferences studied by Robert Pollak (1976). Rather, I here develop the research agenda suggested by Herbert Gintis’ early (1971, 1972) investigations of the impact of economic institutions on preferences.

2 In these pages and elsewhere, Albert Hirschman (1977, 1982) has catalogued early statements of the cultural effects of markets, obviating the need for more than passing mention here.

social sciences, history, and experimental economics, I have identified five effects of markets and other economic institutions on preferences. Few are supported by empirical evidence that will convince a confirmed skeptic, but most are plausible and consistent with substantial evidence.

**Framing and situation construal:** economic institutions are situations in the social psychological sense and thus have framing and other situation construal effects; people make different choices depending on whether the identical feasible set they face is generated by a market-like process or not (I address these issues in Section 4).

**Intrinsic and extrinsic motivations:** the ample scope of market choices and often extrinsic nature of market rewards may induce preference changes driven by individual desires for feelings of competence and self-determination; other institutions may have related effects (Section 5).

**Effects on the evolution of norms:** economic institutions influence the structure of social interactions and thus affect the evolution of norms by altering the returns to relationship-specific investments such as reputation-building, affecting the kinds of sanctions that may be applied in interactions, and changing the likelihood of interaction for different types of people (Section 6).

**Task performance effects:** economic institutions structure the tasks people face and hence influence not only their capacities but their values and psychological functioning as well (Section 7).

**Effects on the process of cultural transmission:** in part for the above reasons, and in part independently, markets and other institutions affect the cultural learning process itself, altering the ways we acquire our values and desires, including child rearing and schooling, as well as informal learning rules such as conformism (Section 8).

Until recently, economic theory gave little guidance in understanding these effects, for it purposefully abstracted from what were considered to be the irrelevant sociological details of the exchange process. In the complete contracting world of Walrasian economics, for example, there is little reason for an economic actor to be concerned about his exchange partner's psychological makeup or moral commitments; moreover there is no way that these personal traits could be affected, if one were so concerned. Markets of this type, wrote Albert Hirschman in these pages (1982, p. 1473), are peopled by "large numbers of price taking anonymous buyers and sellers supplied with perfect information"... and "function without any prolonged human or social contact among or between the parties." Grocery markets approximate this ideal (a fact which may explain why fruit stands and fish markets figure so prominently in economics textbooks).

By contrast, now-standard microeconomic theories of labor, credit, and other markets as well as the contemporary theory of the firm treat economic interactions as personal, strategic, and durable connections among people whose identities matter for the outcomes. Aspects of social life once thought to be the province of psychology or sociology are thus seen to be essential to the explanation of the bread and butter of economics: prices and quantities. The theory of asymmetric information and incomplete contracting shows that markets may not clear in competitive equilibrium, leading to asymmetries between those on the short side of the market (able to secure all the transactions they desire) and those
on the long side of the market, some of which may be unable to secure any transaction at all. An important consequence is the reappearance of complex, asymmetrically placed, opportunistic, and (especially) malleable economic actors more reminiscent of the flesh and blood dramatis personae of classical economics than the anemic and one-dimensional homo economicus of the standard textbooks.

Two aspects of exchanges with incomplete contracts account for this. First, where contracts are incompletely specified or costly to enforce, the ex post terms of an exchange may depend on the normative commitments and psychological makeup of the parties to the exchange; where the amount of work done on the job cannot be secured by a contract it will be influenced by the employee's work ethic or sense of alienation, for example.

Second, because of the durability of the exchange, one or both parties may have the capacity to structure the relationship so as to affect the preferences of their exchange partner (Bowles and Gintis 1993; Mulligan 1997). Paternalistic policies in lifetime employment firms are an example. Incomplete contracts thus provide both the motivation and the means for deliberate (as well as unwitting) preference modification in the exchange process.

Models of incomplete contracts not only dramatize the shortcomings of the exogenous preferences assumption, they also provide a basis for a more nuanced treatment of the effects of markets and other economic institutions on preferences. Walrasian grocery markets support personal interactions quite distinct from the long term relationship characteristic of a lifelong employment firm; and the differences in the structure of these exchanges appear to have effects on preferences, as we will see presently.

Or, to take another example, there are significant differences in the personality effects on participants in markets which clear in equilibrium and those which do not, and in those markets which do not clear, for people on the short side of the market (whose advantageous positions may allow them to make take it or leave it offers) and those on the long side of the market, some of whom are simply excluded from the exchange process, while others fear losing the transaction they have secured. Thus the details of market structures—and in particular the ways in which social interactions are patterned—may be important.

I turn first to methodological issues. In the next section I ask what we mean by preferences and how they might be influenced by economic institutions; and in Section 3 I present a model illuminating the influence of economic institutions on the process of cultural evolution.

2. Social Interactions and the Evolution of Preferences

I do not know the fruit salesman personally; and I have no particular interest in his well-being. He reciprocates this attitude. I do not know, and I have no need to know whether he is in direst poverty, extremely wealthy, or somewhere in between . . . Yet the two of us are able to . . . transact exchanges efficiently because both parties agree on the property rights relevant to them.

James Buchanan (1975, p. 17)

Preferences are reasons for behavior, that is, attributes of individuals that (along with their beliefs and capacities) account for the actions they take in a given situation. To explain why a person chose a point in a budget set, for example, one might make reference to her craving for the chosen goods, or to a religious prohibition against the excluded goods. Conceived this way, preferences
go considerably beyond tastes, as an adequate account of individual actions would have to include values or what Amartya Sen (1977) terms commitments and John Harsanyi (1982) calls moral preferences (as distinct from personal preferences). Also included are the manner in which the individual construes the situation in which the choice is to be made (Lee Ross and Nisbett 1991), the way that the decision situation is framed (Amos Tversky and Kahneman 1986), compulsions, addictions, habits, and more broadly, psychological dispositions. Preferences may be strongly cognitively mediated—my enjoying ice cream may depend critically on my belief that ice cream does not make me fat—or they may be visceral reactions—like disgust or fear—evoking strong emotions but having only the most minimal cognitive aspects (Robert B. Zajonc 1980; David Laibson 1996; Loewenstein 1997; Rozin and Carol Nemeroff 1990). The term “preferences” for these heterogeneous reasons for behavior is perhaps too narrow, and runs the risk of falsely suggesting that a single model of action is sufficient; Patrick H. Nowell-Smith’s (1984) “pro and con attitudes” or “reasons for choosing” are more descriptive, but unwieldy.4

For preferences to have explanatory power they must be sufficiently persistent to explain behaviors over time and across situations.5 If preferences are endogenous with respect to economic institutions it will be important to distinguish between the effects of the incentives and constraints of an institutional setup (along with given preferences) on behaviors, and the effect of the institution on preferences per se. The key distinction is that where preferences (and not just behaviors) are endogenous they will have explanatory power in situations distinct from the institutional environments which account for their adoption. Thus, however acquired, preferences must be internalized, taking on the status of general motives or constraints on behavior. Values which become durable attributes of individuals—for example, the sense of one’s own efficacy introduced below—may explain behaviors in novel situations, and hence are included in this broad concept of preferences.

We acquire preferences through genetic inheritance and learning. Very long lasting economic institutions, such as the social structures of the simple societies which predominated in the first 100,000 years (90 percent) of biologically modern human existence, could substantially affect gene distributions in a population and hence could provide part of a genetic explanation of preferences (Christopher Boehm 1993; Linnda Caporalet al. 1989; Feldman and Kevin Laland 1996; William Durham 1991). Nonetheless it seems likely that the more important effects of economic organization on preferences operate through cultural transmission, that is, learning. Drawing on the extensive literature on food tastes, Clark

---

4 In order to account for an individual’s actions preferences need not coincide with the reasons given by the particular individual, of course. Nor do preferences alone generally give a sufficient account of behaviors: my consumption of aspirin is accounted for by my aversion to pain plus my belief that aspirin will relieve the pain and that this little white object is indeed an aspirin, and so on.

5 Benjamin Bloom (1964) documents stability over time of a range of measured personality traits. For particular psychological dimensions introduced below see Herman Witkin and John Berry (1975 p. 41; field independence), Paul Angrisani and Gilbert Nestel (1976 p. 161; internal-external locus of control), and Kohn and Carmi Schooler (1983 p. 147; self-directedness). Ross and Nisbett (1991) provide a critical review of the evidence for intertemporal and cross situational consistency of behavior.
McCauley, Rozin, and Barry Schwartz (1994, p. 27) write:

The human being comes into the world with certain likes and dislikes, such as innate dislike of pain, bitter tastes, and many types of strong stimulation, and an innate liking for certain types of touch or sweet tastes... Almost the entire adult ensemble of likes and dislikes is acquired, presumably in the process of enculturation.

For this reason I will treat preferences as cultural traits, or learned influences on behavior: liking ice cream, or never lying, or reciprocating dinner invitations are cultural traits.6

We know surprisingly little about how we come to have the preferences we do; the theory of cultural evolution is thus similar to the theory of natural selection prior to its integration with Mendelian genetics. While it is comforting to recall that Darwin's contribution was possible even though he did not know how traits are passed on, this lacuna is nonetheless a major impediment to endogenizing preferences. We know that intentional motivations are sometimes involved; one learns to appreciate classical music because one notices that aficionados appear to enjoy it (Gintis 1972; Bowles and Gintis 1986; Gary Becker 1996). But instrumental motivations may be of limited importance compared to other influences such as mere exposure (Zajonc 1968), the unintended consequences of activities motivated by other ends (such as migration to a different culture in search of work), and conformism (Solomon Asch 1952; Muzaffer Sherif 1937; Theodore Newcomb et al 1967). While the individual benefits accruing to those exhibiting particular cultural traits may affect these learning processes and hence the rate at which the traits are replicated, most preferences are not chosen in the usual sense of intentional action toward given ends. Rather, preferences are learned as an accent or a taste for a national cuisine is acquired, that is, by processes which may but need not be intentional.

However acquired, preferences are internalized: there is considerable evidence that preferences learned under one set of circumstances become generalized reasons for behavior. Thus economic institutions may induce specific behaviors—self-regarding, opportunistic, or cooperative, say—which then become part of the behavioral repertoire of the individual. The effects of mere exposure just mentioned provide a particularly transparent example: “likes” or habits initially induced by exposure or repetition become permanent reasons for behavior.

Learning by doing is another mechanism for the generalization of preferences: behaviors found successful in coping with the tasks defined by one sphere of life are generalized to other realms of life. Paul Breer and Edwin Locke (1965, p. 253) present substantial experimental evidence to this effect. They asked subjects to perform different sets of tasks and investigated changes in apparently unrelated values:


In a period of less than four hours and without a single verbal reference to family, fraternity, way of life, or any of the other areas measured, we succeeded in changing a wide variety of attitudes ranging from specific beliefs about the most effective way to organize a work group, to abstract values concerning
the individual and society. This evidence was taken to mean that task experience is capable of exerting a very powerful influence on all sorts of beliefs, values, and preferences which, to the casual observer, appear to be only remotely related to the task itself.

Finally, preferences may become generalized through a process which Leon Festinger (1957, p. 260) termed dissonance reduction:

the human organism tries to establish internal harmony, consistency or congruity among his opinions, attitudes, knowledge, and values. . . . there is a drive toward consonance among cognitions.

The cognitive elements in dissonance could be one’s values and a behavior, as when one is doing something which is inconsistent with one’s values. Festinger (1957, pp. 271–73) frequently used this reasoning to explain “specific ideological changes or opinion changes subsequent to the change in a person’s way of life” such as a:

sudden change in the job which a person does. A worker in a factory, for example may be promoted to the job of foreman. Suddenly he finds himself giving orders instead of receiving them . . . these new actions will be dissonant in many instances with opinions and values which he acquired as a worker and still holds. In pursuit of dissonance reduction, one would expect this person to quite rapidly accept the opinions and values of other foreman, that is, opinions and values which are consonant with the things he now does.

Dissonance reduction thus provides another explanation for how economic circumstances may induce new preferences, and why the new preferences might become general reasons for behavior.

In contrast to the social interactions based approach taken here, many would emphasize the role of religious or political indoctrination or advertising in preference change. These intentional forms of inculcation are undoubtedly impor-
tant, but where empirical studies are available, other influences appear as powerful if not more.7 If I am right that acquiring preferences is akin to acquiring an accent, studies of language change may be illuminating. On the basis of intensive empirical study of linguistic change in Philadelphia, for example, William Labov concluded that linguistic traits are not transmitted across group boundaries simply by exposure in the mass media or in schools. . . . Our basic language system is not acquired from school teachers or from radio announcers, but from friends and competitors: those who we admire, and those who we have to be good enough to beat. (Labov 1983, p. 23)

The inference is not that institutions such as schools and churches are unimportant, but that understanding their role in the acquisition of cultural traits may be enhanced by seeing them—along with markets, firms, families, and governments—as distinct patterns of social interaction affecting the diffusion of cultural traits in a population in ways often unrecognized by any of the participants.

3. Economic Institutions and Cultural Evolution

[The 17th century Salem “witches” and their defenders were] a group of people who were on the advancing edge of profound historical change. If from one angle they were diverging from an accepted norm of behavior, from

7 Studies of preferences for brands of food, soap, movies, and other consumption items for which one would expect an important advertising effect indicate that personal contact is considerably more important than advertising in motivating brand changes (Elizu Katz and Paul Lazarsfeld 1955.) Everett Rogers’ (1962) classic study of diffusion of innovations found personal communication to be of substantial importance in the diffusion of both ideas and practices such as cooking methods. Some behavioral changes may be induced simply by providing information; in these cases media exposure appears to be effective. But where information alone is insufficient (changes in smoking behavior, e.g.) face to face contact appears to be more effective (June Flora, Nathan Maccoby, and John Furquhar 1989).
another angle their values represented the “norm” of the future. In an age about to pass, the assertion of private will posed the direst possible threat to the stability of the community; in the age about to arrive it would form a central pillar on which that stability rested.

Paul Boyer and Stephen Nissenbaum (1974, p. 109)

How might allocation rules affect the differential replication of cultural traits? The gist of an answer is given best by a concrete example. Erich Fromm and Michael Maccoby’s (1970, p. 232) study of social character in a Mexican village led them to this conclusion:

In a relatively stable society (or class) with its typical social character there will always be deviant characters who are unsuccessful or even misfits under the traditional conditions. However in the process of socioeconomic change, new economic trends develop for which the traditional character is not well adapted, while a certain heretofore deviant character type can make optimal use of the new conditions. As a result the “ex deviants” become the most successful individuals or leaders of their society or class. They acquire the power to change laws, educational systems, and institutions in a way that . . . influences the character development of succeeding generations . . . deviant and secondary trait personalities never fully disappear and hence . . . social changes always find the individuals and groups that can serve as the core for the new social order.

The traits of the “ex deviants” in this example enjoy heightened replication propensities both directly (others may want to emulate the successful) and indirectly, because bearers of the traits become privileged cultural models, such as teachers.

The Fromm-Maccoby view is supported by the field research of LeVine in Nigeria. Using David McClelland’s (1961) measures of achievement motivation and other value orientations, LeVine (1966) found significant differences among distinct cultural groups which were not explicable by religious or educational influences. However, the pattern of personality differences were consistent with the hypothesis that distinct motivations had evolved as adaptations to longstanding geographically determined differences in structures of competitive economic opportunity among the various cultural groups. Moreover as market-based and other competitive systems of advancement became more generalized during the course of the twentieth century, those exhibiting high levels of achievement orientation—some of them presumably “deviants” in the premodern compliance-based rather than achievement-oriented subcultures—gained positions of educational leadership, thus assuming roles as privileged cultural models.

These studies of Mexico and Nigeria suggest that new economic arrangements might affect cultural evolution in two ways: either by influencing the economic well-being of those exhibiting distinct traits or by altering the learning rules which make up the process of cultural transmission itself. The cultural transmission process translates economic well-being, exposure to role models, and other influences into replication of traits, and thus intervenes between payoffs and replication.

Evolutionary game theoretic models typically abstract entirely from the process of cultural transmission, representing payoffs associated with particular traits as if they were the only influences on the replication of traits. By contrast, models of cultural evolution typically address what is known about the particulars of the process by

---

8 One could interpret the payoffs in evolutionary game theoretic models as the replication propensities themselves, but while thus formally accommodating analysis of the process of cultural transmission, this would add no insight to the distinct influences of the transmission process per se.
which traits are acquired, distinguishing between vertical transmission from parents, oblique transmission from non-parental members of the previous generation (for example, teachers), and horizontal transmission from one’s own cohort (as in the case of language change or fashion; Penelope Eckert 1988, 1982; Labov 1972, p. 304). These models, as well as the studies of Mexico and Nigeria above, make it clear that a trait which is advantaged in the transmission process may diffuse in a population even if the economic benefits associated with the trait are inferior to the population average. Thus the effects of economic institutions on both payoffs to distinct traits and the cultural transmission process must be studied.

A particularly important example of how a trait may be advantaged in the transmission process is termed conformist transmission: the prevalence of a trait in a population may enhance the replication propensity of each representative of that trait, independently of the payoff to those exhibiting the trait. Under quite general conditions where learning is costly, conformist transmission may be efficient in the sense that an individual who sometimes adopts traits by simply copying what others are doing rather than on the basis of the payoffs associated with various actions will do better than those who always engage in costly investigation of the relevant payoffs (Boyd and Richerson 1985; Feldman, Kenichi Aoki, and Jochen Kumm 1996). Conformist transmission of preferences thus might have evolved under the influence of either genetic or cultural inheritance. Frequency dependent replication may also arise where groups that are numerically preponderant are disproportionately likely to occupy privileged roles as teachers or other cultural models. Persistent ethnic differences in food tastes, coupled with very low vertical (parental) transmission of these tastes (Rozin 1991) is a piece of evidence suggesting the importance of conformist transmission. Another, from empirical cross cultural psychological studies, is the importance of membership in particular tribes as a predictor of values orientations, independently of sources of livelihood, ecology, and other possible influences (Robert Edgerton 1971).

The relationship between payoff-based and conformism or other frequency dependent influences on the replication of cultural traits and the ways that these may be influenced by economic institutions may be illustrated by means of a simple model based on Bowles (1996). The basic intuition is that the distribution of cultural traits in a population is determined as the equilibrium of a system whose exogenous elements are subject to long-term influence of markets and other economic institutions. Economic institutions affect the evolution of preferences by changing these exogenous determinants of the cultural equilibrium.

Suppose \( x \) and \( y \) are mutually exclusive cultural traits. Each member of a large population is a “cultural model” with replication propensities, \( r_x \) or \( r_y \), defined as the number of copies of each model made at end of each period, possibly a generation. Agents implement the strategy dictated by their trait in a game which assigns benefits to each, following which the traits are replicated through an updating process described below, generating a new population frequency (one may think of the popula-

---

9 Empirical studies in this tradition include Kuang-Ho Chen, Cavalli-Sforza, and Feldman (1982) and Cavalli-Sforza et al. (1982); Boyd and Richerson (1985) survey many empirical studies of these three transmission processes. Alberto Bisin and Thierry Verdier (1996) present a model of preference evolution integrating the cultural evolution and evolutionary game theory approaches.
tion as composed of single parents each with a single child, who in the process of growing up may or may not adopt the traits of the parent). Cultural equilibrium is defined as a frequency of traits which is stationary.

Members of the population are paired to play a two-person game, the payoffs of which are denoted \( \pi(i,j) \), the payoff to playing trait \( i \) against a \( j \)-playing partner. The “game” may be one of the familiar interactions of the hawk-dove, prisoners’ dilemma, or coordination game type. It might refer to an interaction as everyday as eating a meal together, or meeting in public, where the two traits might dictate matters of style ("wearing a tie") or taste ("wanting a drink"). Or it could refer to an exchange of goods or some more conventionally economic interaction. The payoff structure could be degenerate in the sense that my enjoyment of a beer may not depend at all on what you are eating or drinking; but the model is designed to address more interesting cases of emulation, social dilemmas and the like.

For any population frequency of the \( x \) trait, \( p \in [0,1] \) let \( \mu_{ij} = \mu_{ij}(p; \delta) \) be the probability of being paired with a \( j \) type conditional on being an \( i \) type, where \( \delta \in [0,1] \) is a measure of the exogenously determined extent to which pairing is nonrandom.\(^\text{10}\) If pairing is random \( \delta = 0 \) and the probability of meeting an \( x \) type is simply \( p \), irrespective of one’s own type: \( \mu_x = \mu_{yx} = p \). But where residence is correlated with type, or where sorting by type takes place by means of social networks or other groups, the probability of meeting one’s own type may exceed that given by the population frequency. The expected payoffs are thus

\[
\begin{align*}
\quad & b_x(p; \delta) = \mu_{xv} \pi(x,x) + \mu_{xy} \pi(x,y) \\
\quad & b_y(p; \delta) = \mu_{yx} \pi(y,x) + \mu_{yy} \pi(y,y).
\end{align*}
\]

To take account of frequency dependent biases in cultural transmission suppose that conformist transmission is described by the conformist bias function \( \sigma(p) \), which we write as \( \sigma_x(p-k) \) and \( \sigma_y(k-p) \) where for simplicity \( \sigma_y = \sigma \equiv \sigma > 0 \) and \( k \in [0,1] \) is the value of \( p \) for which no bias operates. Further we define \( \alpha \in [0,1] \), the degree of conformism, as the weight placed on \( \sigma(p) \) as opposed to \( b(p; \delta) \) in the transmission process. Thus we have the replication propensities:

\[
\begin{align*}
\quad & r_x = \alpha \sigma(p-k) + (1-\alpha)(b_x(p; \delta) - b_y(p; \delta)) + 1 \quad (2) \\
\quad & r_y = \alpha \sigma(k-p) + (1-\alpha)(b_y(p; \delta) - b_x(p; \delta)) + 1.
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( p = k \), or if \( \alpha = 0 \) conformist transmission does not operate so replication depends solely on payoffs, as in conventional evolutionary game theoretic models. Equilibrium is defined by \( dp/dt = 0 \), which for \( p \in (0,1) \) requires that the effects of conformist transmission offset the effects of unequal game outcomes so that \( r_x = r_y \), or

\[
\alpha \sigma(p-k)/(1-\alpha) = b_y(p; \delta) - b_x(p; \delta) \quad (3)
\]

from which it can be seen that cultural equilibrium does not require equal payoffs. Figure 1 illustrates this equilibrium condition for the case of an interior stable equilibrium. This equilibrium can be seen to be stable because for \( p > p^* \) the payoff advantage of the \( y \) trait (the righthand side of (3)) more than offsets its disadvantage due to conformist transmission (the lefthand side), as a result of which \( r_y > r_x \) giving \( dp/dt < 0 \). So disturbances of \( p \) will be self correcting.

Markets and other economic institu-

\(^{10}\) The explicit relationship between the \( \mu \)'s and \( p \) is this: define \( \delta \) as the degree of segmentation of the population, then for \( p \in (0,1) \), \( \mu_{xx} = \delta + (1-\delta)p \) and \( \mu_{yy} = (1-\delta)(1-p) \), from which it is clear that \( \delta \) is a non-genetic analogue to the "degree of relatedness" in biological models (W. D. Hamilton 1975; Alan Grafen 1979).
tions will affect the distribution of cultural traits in the population because they influence the determination of the exogenous variables in the above model:

i) the rules governing who interacts with whom (as indicated by the functions \( g_{ij}(p, \delta) \) measuring the degree of segmentation into distinct social networks and other sources of nonrandom pairing);

ii) the payoffs \( \pi(i,j) \) to any given interaction (determined by the frequency of interaction, ease of recognition of types, for example);

iii) the structure of the transmission process itself (in this case the nature and strength of conformism, \( \sigma, k, \) and \( \alpha \), including the assignment of some types as compulsory or otherwise advantaged models, such as teachers).

In more complex models, allowing for movement among population groups, cultural equilibria are influenced by migratory flows, which in turn are subject to the influence of economic institutions (Bowles and Gintis 1998).

To say that economic institutions have these effects is, of course, to compare markets, say, with some other allocation rule or to compare various types of markets. Allocation rules are differing mechanisms for coordinating the transfer of goods and services. Economists tend to focus on the relationships thereby established among the objects of exchange, relative prices, for example. But allocation rules also establish relationships among people, based on assignment to distinct positions with corresponding rights, status and obligations and patterns of interaction. Thus markets support interpersonal experiences distinct from other allocation rules. Robert Lane (1991), whose The Market Experience must be the starting point for any consideration of the psychology of markets, writes:

In spite of the variety of markets over time and across cultures, I believe that it is possible to conceive of a market experience that is typical, frequent, and paradigmatic for those who do market work for pay, use money and buy—rather than make, inherit or receive from government—the commodities with
which they adorn their lives. (p. 4). . . Inevitably the market shapes how humans flourish, the development of their existences, their minds, and their dignity. (p. 17)

What is psychologically distinctive about markets as opposed to other allocation mechanisms? Max Weber ([1922]1978, p. 636) wrote “A market may be said to exist wherever there is competition for opportunities of exchange among a plurality of potential parties.” Markets structure social interactions “each of which is specifically ephemeral insofar as it ceases to exist with the act of exchanging the goods.” As a result, according to Weber,

The market community as such is the most impersonal relationship of practical life into which humans can enter with one another. This is not due to the potentiality of struggle among the interested parties which is inherent in the market relationship. . . . The reason for the impersonality of the market is its matter-of-factness, its orientation to the commodity and only to that.

In Weber’s view, then, markets—at least ideally—are characterized by impersonality, ephemerality of contact, and ease of entry and exit. This might be termed the economics textbook conception of competitive markets.

Contrast these arrangements with what Parsons (1967, p. 507) calls the “two principal competitors” of the market: “requisitioning through the direct application of political power” and “non-political solidarities and communities.” These allocation rules contrast with markets in at least one of the characteristics—impersonality and ephemerality—stressed by Weber. Centralized bureaucratic allocations are in some respects as impersonal as markets—at least ideally—but membership in the group defining the allocation is generally given, entry and exit costs are high (often involving a change in citizenship or at least residence), and contacts are far from ephemeral. In contrast to both bureaucratic and market allocation, kin-like directly interacting communities with stable membership exhibit neither ephemerality nor impersonality in their characteristic rules governing allocation.

Figure 2 presents these three ideal types along with a fourth—ephemeral and personal social interaction—which I have termed ascriptively ordered markets. Racially segmented spot labor markets are an example, as they are personal (the racial identities of the participants matter) but the contact among participants is not ongoing.

The contrast between personalized non-market transactions and the putative impersonality of market exchange

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ephemeral</th>
<th>Anonymous Markets</th>
<th>Personal Markets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Durable</td>
<td>Bureaucracies</td>
<td>Communities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Allocation Rules as Learning Environments

11 Georg Simmel (1900, p. 297) writes in similar vein that “money . . . is conducive to the removal of the personal element from human relationships through its indifferent and objective nature.” Talcott Parsons (1949, p. 688) describes markets similarly: “When a man walks into a store in a strange city to make a purchase, his only relevant relation to the clerk behind the counter concerns matters of kind of good, price, etc. All other facts about both persons may be disregarded. Above all it is not necessary even to know whether the two have any further interests in common beyond the immediate transaction.”


13 I have in mind allocation systems of the type described by Emile Durkheim’s “organic solidarity” ([1933]1964), or Sahlins’ (1972) “generalized reciprocity,” or Ferdinand Tonnies’ ([1887]1963) Gemeinschaft, or William Ouchi’s “clans” (1980).
is, of course, a matter of degree, particularly in markets characterized by the asymmetric information, incomplete contracts and hence importance of trust, ongoing interaction, and shared understandings of the type analyzed by the theory of social exchange. Impersonality of contact and permeability of boundaries, while characteristic of all markets by comparison to other allocation rules, describe some markets more aptly than others. Thus in assessing the cultural effects of markets it will be necessary to distinguish not only between markets and other allocation rules such as bureaucracy and community, but among differing types of markets as well.

I turn now to evidence and reasoning concerning the five effects of economic institutions on preferences previewed in the introduction.

4. Markets, Situations, and Framing

Money is one of the shatteringly simplifying ideas of all time, and like any other new and compelling idea, it creates its own revolution. . . . [The] Tiv [of Nigeria] have tried to categorize money with other imported goods . . . to be ranked morally below subsistence. They have, of course, not been successful in so doing.

Paul Bohannan (1959, pp. 500, 503)

Markets frame choices; we will see that a choice problem presented in a market environment may induce behaviors different from the identical problem in framed in a non-market way. Consider an example of market framing: paying a tax and receiving a governmental service differs relevantly from buying the identical service on a market. In the first case one may—as a citizen—feel entitled to the service (irrespective of the taxes paid) and may be unlikely to compare the value of the service to that of other goods and services whether traded or not; in the second case one may feel that the good is acquired by dint of one’s talents as an income earner, and may readily compare its price with other traded goods and services, the value of one’s own labor time, and the like. This framing effect may thus be part of an account of why a particular action was taken; if different institutions induce different choices from an identical choice set institutions may affect preferences. This is because choices made under the influence of institutionally determined framing may later be repeated even in the absence of the framing effect if the effects of exposure to the object of choice, or dissonance reduction effects are strong; however, I am aware of no evidence to this effect.

Markets thus affect behavior in ways not fully captured by the fact that market-determined prices and endowments define the budget set: markets provide presumptive reasons why people possess the goods they do, and they prompt some comparisons while inhibiting others. I call these the construal effects of markets, borrowing the term from social psychology in preference to the familiar but narrower concept of framing effects. The construal effects of markets arise in large part because people appear to have what might be termed relational preferences: the terms on which they are willing to transact depends both on the perceived relationships among the exchanging parties, and on related concepts of fairness. Markets affect both.

There is considerable experimental evidence consistent with the importance of the construal effects of markets. Experimental markets and bar-
gaining environments consistently yield discrepant results, with markets quickly converging to the competitive equilibria implied by self-regarding preferences, and bargaining games often yielding evidence consistent with other-regarding or relational preferences. An example of the later is the comparative study of bargaining and market behavior in four cultures by Alvin Roth et al. (1991). In their study both market and bargaining experiments were designed to have distributionally extreme equilibria, one player receiving all of the benefits. The market experiments quickly converged to this equilibrium in all four cultures. By contrast, proposers in the ultimatum game (the bargaining situation) made much higher than equilibrium offers; and substantial positive offers were frequently rejected. Positive offers are also common in dictator games. These results are consistent with a large body of experimental evidence by others, beginning with Werner Guth, Rolf Schmittenberger, and Bernd Schwarze (1982).

A considerable body of research has sought to explain this now well established aspect of ultimatum and dictator game play, with interest centering on the question (unrelated to my concern here) of whether the unexpected results were motivated by intrinsically generous preferences on the part of the proposers. But the subsequent experiments, particularly those by Elizabeth Hoffman et al. (1994), have yielded considerable insight on the construal effects of markets. Hoffman and her collaborators varied two aspects of the experimental environment for ultimatum and dictator games: proposers either won their position by doing well on a trivia quiz or were randomly assigned, and their relationship to their game partner was described either as an “exchange” (with prices elicited by the experimenter) or simply as “divide $10.” The combined “earned status” plus “exchange” experimental condition approximates a market arrangement in that competitive success is not simply a matter of chance but is based on apparent accomplishment; and the exchange framing of the game structure is transparently more market-like than the “dividing the pie” framework. Despite the fact that the experimental situation was otherwise identical, the two market like protocols yielded significantly smaller offers in both the ultimatum game and the dictator game.

In other experiments, market-like anonymity generates behaviors differing from those induced by more personal settings. Communication or other conditions contributing to group identity or a reduction in social distance among experimental subjects increases contributions in public goods games (John Ledyard 1995; Robyn Dawes, Alphons
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15Camerer and Richard Thaler (1995) is a recent survey of results for ultimatum and dictator experiments. Alternating offer bargaining experiments yield similar results (Jack Ochs and Roth 1989).

16A high offer in an ultimatum game may not indicate generosity toward the other player, but rather the anticipation that low offers will be rejected. But the rejection of a positive offer is other regarding (perhaps motivated by spite or a commitment to reciprocal fairness) so I represent high offers by the proposer as evidence of other regarding behavior (either that of the proposer or the proposer’s anticipation of the responder).

17If, as I have suggested, markets enhance the perception that one’s possessions are acquired by merit rather than by chance, the extent of endowment effects—the unwillingness to part with goods in one’s possession for prices considerably higher than the maximum price one would have paid to acquire them—may be subject to market effects. Experimental subjects reported by Loewenstein and Samuel Issacharoff (1994) were particularly unwilling to part with objects in their possession if they came to possess them as a result of winning an inconsequential contest. Thus market-acquired goods may be more subject to endowment effects than goods acquired as gifts or public transfers.
van de Kragt, and John Orbell (1988) and induces cooperative play in prisoners’ dilemma interactions (Peter Kollock 1997). Simon Gaechter and Fehr (1997) find that in a public goods interaction, even quite minimal (experimentally induced) social familiarity among subjects enhances the impact of social approval incentives (implemented by ex post revelation of subjects’ identities and contributions); when familiarity and the public revelation of one’s contributions is combined, a significant increase in participation results.

On the basis of experimental evidence from dictator and ultimatum games, Schotter, Avi Weiss, and Inigo Zapater (1996, p. 38) offer this conclusion:

The morality of economic agents embedded in a market context may . . . be quite different from their morality in isolation. While we are not claiming that people change their nature when they function in markets, it may be that the competition inherent in markets and the need to survive offers justifications for actions that in isolation would be unjustifiable.

A striking example illustrating this suggestion is found in Catherine Andre and Platteau’s (1997, p. 32) study of the impact of the land market in Rwanda:

customary obligations attached to lineage lands, in particular obligations to redistribute land in favor of landscarce kith and kin, cease to apply when the lands are acquired through a purchase instead of being handed down within the lineage.

The experimental results might be summarized by saying that the more the experimental situation approximates a competitive (and complete contracts) market with many anonymous buyers and sellers, the less other-regarding behavior will be observed.18 Because the above market and non-market experiments were conducted with the same subject pools, these results are consistent with the view that market-like situations induce self-regarding behavior, not by making people intrinsically selfish, but by evoking the self-regarding behaviors in their preference repertoires. Thus, the hypothesis that market situations induce self-regarding behavior does not imply that those living in non-market societies would be intrinsically less self-regarding.19

Where competitive markets approximate the law of the single price and where the extent of markets is such that few things do not have a price, markets have further construal effects: they facilitate comparison among disparate objects. The appropriate comparison is to settings (in families or in so-called “primitive exchange”) in which goods may be transacted at vastly different exchange ratios depending on the social relationships among the parties to the exchange.20 Reporting on a pre-market society in southeastern New Guinea, Raymond Firth (1958, p. 69) writes: “There is . . . no final measure of the value of individual things, and no common medium whereby every type of good and service can be translated into terms of every other.” Well working markets, by contrast, favor thinking of goods both abstractly (bananas in general, not this particular banana) and

18 On the differing outcomes of anonymous and face to face bargaining see Roth (1995) and Roy Radner and Schotter (1989).

19 In fact high (“other regarding”) offers in the ultimatum games of Roth et al. were made in what would appear to be the most and least market-like societies in the sample—U.S. and the former Yugoslavia (by contrast to Israel and Japan). In the public goods experiments by Steven Kachelmeier and Mohamed Shehata (1997) subjects in Beijing acted no different than the Canadian subjects under conditions of anonymity but proved significantly less self regarding when the identity of the players was public knowledge.

20 Sahlins’ (1972) theory of primitive exchange is distinct from market exchange precisely in this deviation from the law of the single price.
comparatively (objects seen as representing more or less market value, divorced from their particular uses or properties). Markets are thus powerful cognitive simplifiers, allowing radical reductions in the complexity with which one typically views an assortment of disparate goods.

A dramatic example is provided Bohannan's study (1959) of the extension of markets in an African subsistence economy, that of the Tiv in Nigeria.

The most distinctive feature about the economy of the Tiv—and it is a feature they share with many, perhaps most, of the pre-money peoples—is what can be called a multicentric economy . . . in which a society's exchangeable goods fall into two or more mutually exclusive spheres, each marked by different institutionalization and different moral values. (p. 492)

Among the Tiv, domestic goods, women, and prestige goods were all exchanged, and in the latter there was a monetary equivalent (brass rods) but "no one, save in the depths of extremity, ever paid brass rods for domestic goods" (p. 493), while "rights in women had no equivalent or 'price' in brass rods or in any other item save, of course, identical rights in another woman. . . . Exchanges within a category . . . excite no moral judgements. Exchanges between categories, however, do excite a moral reaction" (p. 496). The extension of generalized markets, and with them money, eroded these arrangements:

General purpose money provides a common denominator among all the spheres, thus making the commodities within each expressible in terms of a single standard and hence immediately exchangeable. (p. 500)

Among the Tiv, the set of permissible exchanges has expanded with the advent of markets and basic notions of what it means to have a well-ordered life have changed.

5. Markets and Motivation

In the realm of ends everything has either a price or dignity. Whatever has a price can be replaced by something else which is equivalent; whatever is above all price, and therefore has no equivalent, has dignity.

Immanuel Kant ([1785]1949, p. 182)

The reward structures of markets may affect motivation independently of framing effects. The impersonality and ephemerality of contact which characterizes markets (by contrast to other allocation rules) imply that a market "transaction entails a full quid pro quo (with) no left-over business or outstanding balance" (Ben-Porath 1980, p. 4) By default, then, the incentives relevant to activities governed by markets frequently center on the quid pro quo and take the form of what social psychologists term extrinsic rather than intrinsic rewards or sanctions, namely rewards unrelated to the activities being motivated. On the basis of dozens of experiments by social psychologists over the past 30 years one may conclude that the salience of extrinsic reward in market activities will have effects on preferences.

A series of well-designed experiments show that the degree to which an activity is liked may be reduced by inducing subjects to engage in the activity as a means toward an extrinsic goal, such as being paid. The nature of the extrinsic reward is unimportant as long as it is clearly a quid pro quo. Mark Lepper, David Greene, and Nisbett (1973, p. 130) write "Contracting explicitly to engage in an activity for a reward (will) undermine interest in the activity, even when the reward is insubstantial or merely symbolic." Correspondingly when people are induced to engage in an activity with little or no extrinsic reward, they come to value the activity more highly, that is, they come to be-
lieve that their actions were intrinsically motivated (Lepper and Greene 1978; and Edward Deci and Richard Ryan 1985; Deci 1975).

Similar changes in evaluations induced by extrinsic rewards have been shown to affect subsequent behavior in non-experimental situations. Frey and Felix Oberholzer-Gee (1997) found that proposing financial compensation reduced Swiss citizens’ willingness to host a nuclear waste facility. Richard Titmuss’ (1971) claim that eliciting blood donations by monetary incentives had perverse effects on preferences lacked compelling evidence, as was pointed out by Arrow (1972) and Christopher Bliss (1972). However a field experiment by William Upton (1974) partially supports Titmuss’ suggestion. Among 1,261 prospective blood donors in Kansas City and Denver, some were offered financial inducements, others not. Among those initially exhibiting strong motivations to contribute blood (as indicated by past donations), those offered financial inducements were substantially less likely to actually donate blood than those offered no financial reward. Among those expressing low intrinsic motivation, however, the prospect of financial reward had a (not statistically significant) positive effect on eventual donation.

The underlying psychological mechanism appears to be a fundamental desire for “feelings of competence and self determination” which are associated with intrinsically motivated behaviors (Deci 1975). Relatedly, a person’s perceived degree of self-determination in making a choice influences the evaluation of the things over which the choice is being made. For example, risk imposed by others is weighed more negatively than risk chosen by the subject. (See Chauncy Starr 1969; see also Camerer and Howard Kunreuther 1989.)

While the evidence for extrinsic reward and other self-determination effects on preferences appears quite strong, the relevant data provide little support for the anti-market normative inferences sometimes thought to follow. First, the evidence does not implicate monetary rewards per se, but rather any extrinsic reward (including negative rewards such as punishments or admonitions). Moreover, distinctly non-market aspects of governance—close supervision, externally imposed time limits for work tasks for example—appear to have similar effects (Lepper and Greene 1978, p. 121). Paying someone to perform a task which they might willingly have done without pay seems likely to undermine motivation; but this says little about the relative effectiveness of the various ways—pay, supervision, threat of job loss, etc.—to induce people to undertake tasks which they would rather not do. Second, while the extrinsic nature of market rewards may undermine motivations, the wide range of choices often afforded in market situations may support the sense of self-determination and thus induce positive motivational effects.

6. Markets, Reputations, and Norms

The real reason why all these economic obligations [among the Trobriand Islanders] are normally kept, and kept very scrupulously, is that failure to comply places a man in an intolerable position. . . . The honourable citizen is bound to carry out his duties, though his submission is not due to any instinct or intuitive impulse or mysterious “group sentiment,” but to the detailed and elaborate working of a system, in which every act has its own place and must be performed without fail . . . . every one is well aware of its existence and in each concrete case he can foresee the consequences.

Bronislaw Malinowski (1926, p. 40)
"Market-like arrangements" wrote Charles Schultze (1977, p. 18) "reduce the need for compassion, patriotism, brotherly love, and cultural solidarity." Minimizing the demand on what might now be termed social capital, plus the conviction that the market system is, as Hayek (1948, p. 11) wrote "a system under which bad men can do least harm," are among the attractive features of markets. This is not to say, however, that markets make norms redundant; where contracts are incomplete or unenforceable, trustworthiness and other norms facilitate exchange. Arrow (1971, p. 22) writes:

In the absence of trust ... opportunities for mutually beneficial cooperation would have to be foregone ... norms of social behavior, including ethical and moral codes [may be] ... reactions of society to compensate for market failures.

But if, as Schultze and Hayek say, markets make fewer demands on people's elevated motivations, the impersonal and ephemeral nature of market interactions also affect the benefits and costs of acquiring cultural traits affecting socially valued behaviors. Markets thus affect not only the demand for, but also the supply of cultural traits. Among these are reputations for trustworthiness, generosity, and vengefulness.

Where markets govern the exchange of well defined (meaning third party enforceable) property rights, reputations of any kind will tend to be both costly for people to acquire and of little benefit to those who do, and for these reasons unlikely to be favored by differential replication. A consequence is that markets lack the personal element of non-market connections, and as Ben-Porath (1980, p. 18) writes, with "[t]he development of markets ... the benefits from a connection decline as identity becomes less important." Thus where markets approximate the ideal complete-contracting assumptions of the standard model, the adverse consequences of lack of trustworthiness or generosity may be attenuated; but at the same time markets may militate against the evolution of these traits. Thus markets may undermine the reproduction of traits necessary for efficient market transactions in the absence of complete contracting.

To see how this might be the case, I will consider a subset of norms which I call nice traits; these are behaviors which in social interactions confer benefits on others. Others would like to be paired with those exhibiting nice traits in an interaction. Included are such strategies as conditional or unconditional cooperation in a prisoners' dilemma game, contributing rather than withholding in a public goods game, or playing dove in a hawk-dove game.\footnote{\text{Bowles (1996) gives the following definition: in a population with traits }x\text{ and }x'\text{ the latter indicating all other traits, }x\text{ is a nice trait if }\pi(x,x) > \pi(x,x'), \pi(x',x) > \pi(x',x'), \text{ and } \pi(x,x) > \pi(x',x').\text{ Other nice traits are "learn" rather than "imitate" in games of conformism and learning of the type studied by John Conlisk (1980) and Boyd and Richerson (1993).}} As my subsequent examples will confirm, it is not possible to generalize about the effect of markets on socially valued norms: "nice traits" may sustain collusion where competition would be more socially beneficial, for example (Rose-Ackerman 1997). Using a model similar to that presented above, I (1996) show that allocation rules which closely conform to idealized markets may support lower equilibrium population frequencies of nice traits, by comparison with alternative allocation rules which deviate from the market ideal. The intuition behind this result is that behaviors determined by nice traits affect others in non-contractible ways, and the regulation of non-contractible behaviors through market-like interactions gener-
ates analogues to familiar market failures which in many cases may be attenuated by deviations from the market ideal.

To see why this might be true consider the various ways—identified by biologists, students of cultural evolution, and evolutionary game theorists—that nice traits might flourish in a large population. All, I will suggest, may be weakened by the impersonality and ephemerality of contact that characterize markets. First, frequently repeated interaction of a given pair of individuals provides opportunities to sanction violations of norms and to reward nice traits. By contrast to other allocation rules, the ephemerality and anonymity of market interactions clearly militate against repeated pairings and hence against this mechanism for supporting nice traits. Second, frequent interaction of a limited number of people likewise lowers the cost of acquiring information about the recent behaviors of others, thus increasing the value of acquiring a reputation for being “nice.” The impersonality and ephemerality of contact in markets clearly militate against these mechanisms favoring nice traits.

The third mechanism—segmentation—is less familiar to economists, having been introduced by biologists as “games among relatives.” Where, as in the model introduced above, populations are segmented so that individuals of a given “type” tend to interact disproportionately with one another, nice types will be favored. For example, if because of geographical or cultural segmentation, the probability of interacting with one’s own type is greater than the population frequency of the trait, the equilibrium level of the nice trait will exceed the equilibrium distribution of traits in a population under random pairing. The reason is that segmentation partially internalizes the externality associated with the nice trait: the nonrandom pairing means that the benefits of niceness are disproportionately likely to be conferred on others bearing nice traits, thereby favoring the replication of nice traits. To the extent that the impersonality (and hence anonymity) of markets erodes the bases of segmentation, markets inhibit this mechanism that fosters the proliferation of nice traits.

Finally, socially beneficial culturally transmitted traits may evolve if the pressure of cultural group selection is sufficiently strong. This occurs when the prevalence of nice traits in a subgroup enhances the average performance of the group sufficiently to allow the trait to proliferate even if it is disadvantaged in replication within each group. Group selection pressures vary with the extent of group differences in the distribution of traits among the subgroups in a large population, which in turn depends on the level of migration among groups and the extent to which the formation of new groups contributes to between group differences, for example by favoring the formation of groups which are more homogeneous than the population as a whole (Boyd and Richerson 1990). High entry and exit costs and other supports for population segmentation sustain the group differences which render the pressure of
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22 Bowles and Gintis (1997a) define a level of “optimal parochialism” based on the latter mechanism in a model of endogenous group formation in a large population. In a population paired to play one-shot prisoners’ dilemma games with the strategy set augmented by an opportunity to pay a cost to determine the type of the other agent and to cooperate if the other is either a cooperater or an “inspector,” the fraction of defectors in a (stable, interior) equilibrium population distribution varies linearly with the cost of inspection.

group selection effective. The low entry and exit costs typical of markets—by comparison to other allocation rules—weaken the pressures of group selection.

Figure 3 summarizes these four mechanisms supporting the replication of nice traits, and the manner in which market allocation rules may undermine them. Because these conjectures predict differences between the distribution of cultural traits in whole populations, adequate testing would require comparative data in which entire populations governed by more or less market like arrangements are the units of analysis. As the following studies suggest, however, less demanding tests using experimental data on a common pool of subjects under varying institutional conditions suggest that deviations from idealized markets may induce "nice behaviors."

We have seen already that even in experimental markets characterized by complete contracting and distributionally extreme (unfair) equilibrium outcomes, the competitive equilibrium implied by self-regarding preferences is rapidly obtained in a wide variety of subject pools. This does not occur in experimental markets with incomplete contracts. In a series of experiments, Fehr and his co-authors have found that contractual incompleteness induces a pattern of reciprocity among subjects which has durable effects on competitive equilibrium (Fehr and Jean-Robert Tyran 1996; Fehr et al. 1997; and Fehr, Gaechter, and Georg Kirchsteiger 1997). For example in an experimental labor market in which effort is selected by the "worker" after a wage offer is made by the "firm," the subgame perfect equilibrium based on self-regarding preferences in a one time
interaction (offer the lowest wage, provide the lowest effort level) does not occur. Rather, “firms” offer wages higher than necessary and “workers” reciprocate by working harder than the minimum.

Relatedly, Kollock (1994, p. 341) investigated “the structural origins of trust in a system of exchange, rather than treating trust as an individual personality variable” with similar results. Using an experimental design based on the exchange of goods of variable quality, Kollock found that trust in and commitment to trading partners as well as a concern for one’s own and others’ reputations emerges when product quality is variable and non-contractible but not when it is contractible. These experimental results appear to capture some of the structure of actual exchanges. Ammar Siamwalla’s (1978) study of marketing structures in Thailand contrasts the impersonal structure of the wholesale rice market—where the quality of the product is readily assayed by the buyer—with the personalized exchange based on trust in the raw rubber market—where quality is impossible to determine at the point of purchase.

These experimental results suggest that trust or reciprocity may depend on the form of the contract, contractual incompleteness leading to trusting and reciprocal behaviors, and conversely. Fehr, Gächter and Kirchsteiger (1997) present a surprising case of this in their experiments with “firms” and “workers.” When they provided more complete contracting of labor effort through monitoring and the imposition of fines on workers in cases of verified shirking, worker effort significantly declined. Their interpretation is that explicit incentives may destroy trust- and reciprocity-based incentives.

Outside the experimenter’s lab, of course, the degree of contractual incompleteness is not exogenous, and it may respond to the levels of trust and reciprocity exhibited by the relevant population of traders. For example, lower levels of trust and reciprocity would plausibly lead those designing contracts and the relevant enforcement environments to be willing to pay more for more complete contracts. Greif’s (1994) analysis of the divergent cultural and institutional trajectories of the Genovese and Maghribi traders in the late medieval Mediterranean provides a well documented historical example. The individualism of the Genovese traders precluded the communitarian enforcement techniques of the Maghribi traders; but it also provided an impetus for the development and perfection of ultimately more successful third party enforcement of claims by the Genovese.

If levels of trust and reciprocity on the one hand and contractual incompleteness on the other are mutually determining one may define an equilibrium set of norms and contracts. If the nature of the mutual influences are as I have suggested, there may be any number of these equilibria, some with high levels of trust and relatively incomplete contracts (like the Maghribi traders) and others with the converse (like the Genovese). If this vastly oversimplified view captures something about the dynamics of cultural change, we might expect rapid shifts in both norms and contracts where exogenous events “tip” the society from the basin of attraction of one norm-contract equilibrium to another. Thus, it seems reasonable that some of the apparently profound cultural changes associated with the extension of markets in previously non-market systems might be explained by the structural characteristics in Figure 3 along with the increasingly contractual
nature of transactions between people and the related incentives to reallocate time and effort away from human investments which are specific to a particular relationship (trust, ethnic or communal capital) and toward general investments (schooling).

Florencia Mallon's (1983) study of the growth of markets—particularly labor markets—and the erosion of community institutions in the central highlands of Peru during the early twentieth century suggests that some of the above mechanisms may have been at work. Central to the institutions of local solidarity among residents was the practice of contributing labor to road building, irrigation, and other communal projects: “Community membership itself, and access to village resources was defined in terms of a quota of labor time that households owed to the community as a whole.” With the extension of labor markets, many found employment in distant mines for extended periods of time, eventually converting the labor dues they owed to the community to cash payments collected and sent home by migrants associations in the mining towns. But “migration, by commodifying relationships and separating them out from the intricately woven fabric of local life, was changing the very context within which community could be defined” (Mallon 1983, pp. 264–65).

Traditional institutions were further undermined by the sale of common lands (or charging fees for the use of the common lands) and the use of the proceeds to build schools and roads. Increased access of the richer peasants to distant markets for their produce freed them of dependence on the locality. The obligation to provide communal labor—or even money payments in their stead—thus became unenforceable, and the practice declined. The institutions which had directed community members’ efforts and imagination toward common projects, and the dense network of social relationships sustaining this gave way to investments—schooling and transportation—whose returns were relatively independent of the community social fabric, and contributed little to it.25

The ethnographic literature on the environmental degradation of local commons provides numerous examples of similar processes (Jean-Marie Baland and Platteau 1995).

7. Markets, Firms, and Tasks

It is only our Western societies that quite recently turned man into an economic animal. But we are not yet all animals of the same species.

Marcel Mauss ([1925]1967, p. 74)

Learning by doing is a ubiquitous form of personal development; it applies to preferences no less than to skills. The activities we engage in and the tasks they present to us are not fully determined by technology; they depend as well on economic institutions. Thus economic institutions may shape preferences by influencing the tasks we perform.

We know from the experiments of Sherif (1937), Breer and Locke (1965), and others that task performance affects values. Relatedly, a substantial ethnographic literature suggests that differing modes of livelihood are associated with differing general attitudes and values. Edgerton’s (1971) cross-cultural comparisons, for example, revealed a large and statistically significant relationship between the predominance of pastoral as opposed to farming livelihoods and the general cultural valuation

of independence. A plausible mechanism for both the Edgerton and the Breer and Locke findings is that strategies found successful in coping with the tasks defined by one sphere of life are generalized to other realms of life. Because markets and other economic institutions affect the kinds of tasks we confront and structure rewards and penalties to various behaviors, we may presume that they affect learning.

What, then, do market tasks teach? Lane (1991, p. 11) reasons that the belief that one is effective in influencing his or her fate (called self-attribution):

is learned from experiences of acting and seeing the world respond, contingent responses. [Because] a transaction . . . requires mutually contingent responses . . . an economy based on transactions teaches self-attribution.

I know of no evidence for or against this plausible conjecture; but if true, the effects on self-attribution may well depend on the structure of the relevant markets.

Consider, first, the following counter intuitive example. Market interactions are particularly likely to contribute to the sense of personal efficacy under conditions which allow what I term consumer sovereignty with teeth—that which occurs when the consumer's purchase confers a rent on the seller because price exceeds marginal cost. In this situation the consumer who switches to another supplier imposes a cost (the loss of the rent) on the seller (Gintis 1989). In this sense monopolistically competitive markets may provide at least as fertile a ground for the development of a sense of personal efficacy as do perfectly competitive markets: the latter will exhibit a larger number of potential suppliers, while the former will exhibit the stronger version of consumer sovereignty (because the consumer confers a rent on the seller whenever \( p > mc \)) albeit vis à vis a more limited array of suppliers.

If Lane is right that markets teach self-attribution or personal efficacy, the extent to which this is true appears to depend on one's success in market activities: income predicts self-attribution better than other demographic variables including level of schooling; whites are more self-attributing than African Americans; men are more self-attributing than women; and self-attribution rises with age until leveling off in middle age.

What the market teaches depends not merely on the degree of success as measured by income, but also on the structural location in a market situation. That the inability to find suitable employment may undermine one's sense of efficacy is unsurprising, but having a job can do the same. The relevant feature of the labor market is that it requires employees to relinquish (substantial, but not unlimited) authority

---

26 Independent minded people may become herders rather than farmers, of course, but Edgerton's results are robust even when the pastoralism/farming measure is not the actual means of livelihood (e.g., livestock ownership) but rather the geographical suitability of the relevant locale for each of these two pursuits. The relevant correlations are only slightly diminished when the underlying, and presumably exogenous, measure is used.

27 Gerald Gurin and Patricia Gurin (1976); James Birren, Walter Cunningham, and Koichi Yamamoto (1983). In the former study the normalized regression coefficient of income in a multiple regression predicting a measure of personal efficacy is twice as large as that for education and three times as large as that for race (p. 137). Longitudinal evidence suggests that internality (or self-attribution) and success are mutually determining; while an internal locus of control contributes to success, the reverse is also true (Andrisani and Nestel 1976). The strong relationship between income and self-attribution may thus arise because the more self-attributing people are also more successful (rather than the other way around); but this reasoning obviously does not apply to the substantial correlations with exogenous determinants of economic success such as race, gender, and age.
over their actions to the employer (Herbert Simon 1951). The employer's authority can be effectively wielded because the labor market does not clear, and the employee is thus not indifferent to having the job or losing it (Bowles and Gintis 1992, 1993). Of course employees differ greatly in the degree to which they are subjected to hierarchical authority; and these differences appear to have psychological consequences.

Over a period of three decades Kohn and his collaborators have studied the relationship between one's position in an occupational hierarchy and the individual's valuation of self-direction and independence in their children, intellectual flexibility, and personal self-directedness, concluding that "the experience of occupational self direction has a profound effect on people's values, orientation, and cognitive functioning" (Kohn et al. (1990), p. 967; see also Kohn 1969, 1990). His collaborative study of Japan, the U.S. and Poland (1990) based on sample surveys of male employees (from the 1960s and 1970s) yielded cross culturally consistent findings: people who exercise self-direction on the job, also value self-direction more in other realms of their life (including child-rearing and leisure activities) and are less likely to exhibit the nexus of traits termed the authoritarian personality. (See Kohn and Schooler 1983, p. 142.)

These results do not arise because self-directed people select (or are selected into) jobs where occupational self-direction is substantial. In a series of related studies using longitudinal data, Kohn and his colleagues use two stage least squares estimation to address the question of reciprocal causation (personality dimensions as causes of job position); effects in both directions are found, but the job to personality causal effects are robust.\(^{28}\) Compared to direct measures of occupational self-direction, covarying influences such as income, race, ethnicity, family structure, religion, and education were considerably less robust and consistent predictors of personality and tastes.

Kohn and his co-authors reason that "social structure affects individual psychological functioning mainly by affecting the conditions of people's own lives." Summarizing his earlier work on child rearing, Kohn (1969, p. 189) wrote:

Self direction, in short, requires opportunities and experiences that are much more available to people who are more favorably situated in the hierarchical order of society; conformity is the natural consequence of inadequate opportunity to be self-directed.

But why should work experiences affect child-rearing values and leisure time preferences? Kohn concludes that:

The simple explanation that accounts for virtually all that is known about the effects of job on personality . . . is that the processes are direct: learning from the job and extending those lessons to off-the-job realities.\(^ {29}\)

Thus, just as the wide range of choices and contingent reinforcement characteristic of consumer goods markets may

\(^{28}\) See Kohn and Carrie Schoenbach (1983). Jaylan Mortimer, Jon Lorence, and Donald Kumka (1986, p. 113) use similar methods to address the problem of endogeneity of occupational selection, and report a substantial causal effect of occupationally determined work autonomy on the sense of self-confidence.

\(^{29}\) Kohn (1990, p. 59). Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba (1963, pp. 180ff, 364ff) provide further evidence that work experiences are associated with generalized subjective orientations. Across all occupational types in five different countries, those who were consulted on the job scored significantly higher on a measure of subjective civic competence measuring the sense of personal efficacy in dealing with local and national government bodies. Differences (between those consulted and those not) in subjective competence scores within broad job types were larger than the differences between job types.
promote personal efficacy, the surrender of authority to employers which characterizes the labor market appears to support far-reaching psychological effects, some of which undermine the sense of being in control of one's life.

Unlike Kohn's studies, most research on the relationship between job structures and personality do not adequately address the problem of mutual causation mentioned above. Robert Karasek (1978) however, was able to study the behavioral effects of exogenous changes in job structure (including both expert and self-reports of job characteristics) using panel data on the Swedish labor force over the years 1968-1974, a period of considerable experimentation with job redesign. He found that:

workers whose jobs had become more passive also became passive in their leisure and political participation and workers with more active jobs became more active. These findings were significant in eight out of nine subpopulations controlled for education and family class background. Karasek (1990, pp. 53-54)

The effect of economic institutions on task performance and hence on personality may go beyond those stressed by Kohn and Lane. The seemingly desirable attribute of markets stressed by Schultz above—that they make few demands on our ethical reasoning—may have a negative counterpart in a reduced salience of moral concerns or capacity for moral reasoning. A recent public goods experiment suggests that these market effects may be important (Norman Frohlich and Joe Oppenheimer 1995). Subjects played five-person public goods games under two conditions: one group played the standard contribution game and the other played a modified game in which a randomized assignment of payoffs similar to the Rawlsian veil of ignorance made it optimal to contribute the maximal amount to the public good. Half of the subjects (in each treatment) were allowed to engage in discussion prior to each play (of course the discussion should have had no effect on the outcome of the standard game, as the dominant strategy is to contribute nothing). After eight rounds of play another seven rounds were conducted, this time with the same groups but with all playing the standard game. Among those who had been permitted discussion, those who had experienced the incentive compatible modified game contributed significantly less in the final seven rounds than those whose only experience was the standard game, and (in subsequent questionnaires) revealed that their behavior was less guided by considerations of fairness.

The authors' explanation of this striking finding is that the incentive compatible mechanism rewarded those contributing to the public good, thus making self interest a good guide to action, while those experiencing the standard game succeeded only to the extent that they evoked considerations of fairness as a distinct motive. They conclude

The failure of the . . . (incentive compatible) mechanism to confront subjects with an ethical dilemma appears to lead to little or no learning in ethical behavior in the subsequent period. . . . It is an institution, like other incentive compatible devices, which can generate near optimal outcomes. . . . However from an ethical point of view it is not only unsuccessful as pertains to subsequent behavior; it appears to be actually pernicious. It undermines ethical reasoning and ethically motivated behavior. (Frohlich and Oppenheimer 1995, p. 44)

Thus far I have considered the direct effects of markets and other economic institutions on the evolution of preferences. But there are indirect effects as well.
8. Markets and the Process of Cultural Transmission

... the modern and the traditional consciousness of the [early 19th century] French peasant contended for mastery ... the form of an incessant struggle between the schoolmasters and the priests.

Karl Marx ([1852]1963, p. 125)

Here I consider the influence of economic institutions on the structure of social interactions which make up the process of cultural transmission, that is on child-rearing practices, childhood and adolescent socialization, and the availability of and sometimes compulsory exposure to entirely new cultural models such as teachers and media figures. Some of these effects are the intentional result of people's attempt to acquire and to teach their children those traits required for adequate functioning in the social system; other effects are entirely unintended.

One avenue for the effects of economic organization on cultural transmission, the existence of a connection between forms of livelihood and patterns of child rearing, has been widely documented. Herbert Barry, Irvin Child, and Margaret Bacon (1959) categorized 79 mostly non-literate societies according to the prevalent form of livelihood (animal husbandry, agricultural, hunting, and fishing) and the related ease of food storage or other forms of wealth accumulation, the latter being a well documented correlate of dimensions of social structure such as stratification. They combined these with evidence on the dominant forms of child rearing including obedience training, self-reliance, independence, and responsibility. They found large differences in the recorded child-rearing practices, concluding: “knowledge of the economy alone would enable one to predict with considerable accuracy whether a society’s socialization pressures were primarily toward compliance or assertion.”30 Other studies have confirmed consistent relationships between these group differences in child-rearing practices and group differences in various measures of psychological functioning (Witkin and Berry, 1975). For example, hunter gatherer societies stress in their child rearing (and achieve in their adults) greater independence, while more stratified agricultural societies stress (and achieve) greater obedience.

These results suggest economic structural effects on child rearing and thereby on personality, but do not shed light on the effects of modern economic institutions; indeed markets played a limited role in most of the societies studied by Barry, Bacon, and Child and Witkin and Berry. The expansion of markets may have had its largest impact in rendering inadequate the previously dominant family-based and heterogeneous forms of socialization studied by these authors. Ernest Gellner's (1983) account of the rise of nationalism is based on the transformation of socialization required by the spatial extension of the division of labor made possible by markets:

In the closed local communities of the agrarian or tribal worlds, when it came to communication, context, tone, gesture, personality and situation were everything ... Among intimates of a close community, explicitness would have been pedantic and offensive [p. 33] ... [but] the requirements of a modern

30 The statistical relationships observed were not explainable by the covariation of child-rearing practices and type of livelihood with other measures of social structure such as unilinearity of descent, extent of polygyny, levels of participation of women in the predominant subsistence activity, size of population units, and the like. A society-level rather than individual approach has been adopted in much of the cross cultural literature on child rearing. See the work of Beatrice and John Whiting (Whiting 1963; J. and B. Whiting 1975).
This requires sustained frequent and precise communication between strangers involving a sharing of explicit meaning, transmitted in a standard idiom and in writing when required. For a number of converging reasons this society must be exo-educational: each individual is trained by specialists, not just by his own local group, if indeed he has one. (p. 34)

As a result there emerged “a school transmitted culture not a folk transmitted one” (p. 36) in which children were “handed over by their kin groups to an educational machine” (p. 37). Universal schooling may be represented as a particular assignment of cultural models to children, one unprecedented in its divorce from family and degree of centralization. As a result the cultural transmission processes became markedly more conformist as cultural models were selected from (or by) dominant groups and a society-wide socialization system intruded into what was once an entirely local learning process.

We know strikingly little about the cultural impact of these historically novel forms of socialization; most studies of the impact of schooling and its relationship to the economy have stressed the contribution of schooling to cognitive functioning, not to values or personality. But the evidence that personality effects of schooling are important is substantial, if indirect. The substantial and apparently causal relationship between years of schooling attained by an individual and subsequent labor market earnings presents a puzzle, for available data suggests that a large part of the schooling-earnings relationship is not mediated by the effect of schooling on the level of cognitive functioning. Schools make people smarter, and richer, but the latter effect—at least in the U.S.—is surprisingly independent of the former. The relevant evidence is this: the estimated effect of schooling on earnings is only modestly reduced if the individual level of cognitive skill is econometrically “held constant” by inclusion in an earnings function.32

Gintis and I (1997b) suggest that schooling may raise earnings through its contribution to the acquisition of such personality traits as a lower rate of time preference, a lower disutility of effort, or a cooperative relationship to authority figures, which are relevant to the work situation but which are not measured on the existing cognitive measures. We motivate this hypothesis using a standard principal agent model of the problem of labor discipline in an employment relationship characterized by incomplete contracts. If we are right, the structure of schooling would contribute to preparation for adult roles in a manner not dissimilar to that suggested by the Bacon, Child, and Barry study. But do schools produce these non-cognitive employment related traits?

To the best of my knowledge only one study has attempted to provide an answer; it does not provide a satisfactory basis for generalization, but it is nonetheless worth reviewing. The strategy of the study was to see if schools rewarded (and thus inferentially fostered the development of) people with the same personality traits that are valued by employers. In parallel investiga-

31 Robert Dreeben’s (1968) book on the socialization tasks of schooling develops a similar argument based on “the liberating effect” of “the separation of the workplace from the household” (p. 129). See also Gintis (1971) and Bowles and Gintis (1997b).

32 Gintis (1971) first demonstrated this. Bowles and Gintis (1997b) reviews the large number of relevant estimates over a 40 year period.
tions in distinct populations conducted during the early 1970s, Richard Edwards (1977) used peer-rated personality measures of employees in both private and public employment to predict supervisor ratings of these workers. Peter Meyer (1972) used the same peer rated personality variables to predict grade point averages of students in a high school, controlling for SAT (verbal and math) and IQ. Edwards found that employees judged by their workplace peers to be "perseverant," "dependable," "consistent," "punctual," "tactful," "identifies with work," and "empathizes" had significantly higher supervisor ratings, while those judged by their peers to be "creative" and "independent" were ranked poorly by supervisors. Meyer found virtually identical results for the high school students in his grading study: the exact traits predicting favorable supervisor ratings in the Edwards study, predicted good grades (holding constant cognitive scores). Teachers and employers in these samples reward the same personality traits.

9. Conclusion

Political writers have established it as a maxim, that, in contriving any system of government . . . every man ought to be supposed to be a knave and to have no other end, in all his actions, than his private interest.

David Hume ([1754]1898 p. 117)

Lawgivers make the citizen good by inculcating habits in them, and this is the aim of every lawgiver; if he does not succeed in doing that, his legislation is a failure. It is in this that a good constitution differs from a bad one.

Aristotle (1962, p. 1103)

Economists have followed Hume, rather than Aristotle, in positing a given and self-regarding individual as the appropriate behavioral foundation for considerations of governance and policy. The implicit premise that policies and constitutions do not affect preferences has much to recommend it: the premise provides a common if minimal analytical framework applicable to a wide range of issues of public concern, it expresses a prudent antipathy toward paternalistic attempts at social engineering of the psyche, it modestly acknowledges how little we know about the effects of economic structure and policy on preferences, and it erects a barrier both to ad hoc explanation and to the utopian thinking of those who invoke the mutability of human dispositions in order to sidestep difficult questions of scarcity and social choice. Realism, however, cannot be among the virtues invoked on behalf of the exogenous preferences premise. Economic institutions, we have seen, may affect preferences through their direct influences on situational construal, forms of reward, the evolution of norms, and task related learning as well as their indirect effects on the process of cultural transmission itself.

One hopes that the active research agenda now being pursued by economists, other social scientists and biologists in this area may soon allow more

33 We would like to know (but do not) if schools produce the traits they reward, and if traits valued by supervisors are rewarded by enhanced pay. The underlying studies are reported and compared in Bowles and Gintis (1976).

34 Indeed Hume, immediately following the passage just quoted, muses that it is "strange that a maxim should be true in politics which is false in fact." While in academic settings most economists still adhere to the exogenous preferences canon and its "de gustibus non est disputandum" (George Stigler and Becker 1977) implication, many appear aware of its limitations when it comes to evaluating institutions and policies. Thus Becker (1995, p. 26) refers to "the effects of a free-market system on self-reliance, initiative, and other virtues" and referring to government transfers to the poor, claims that "the present system corrupts the values transmitted to children."
confidence in assessing the empirical magnitude and generality of these effects. The following research priorities seem particularly important.

First, we know very little about the process of cultural transmission—who acquires what trait from whom, under what conditions, and why. Yet this information is critical to understanding how economic institutions may impact on preferences. Empirical studies of the relative importance of parents, other family members, friends, teachers, and others in cultural learning, and the interplay of cultural and genetic transmission would be very valuable.

Second, while we have evidence that traits acquired in one environment are then generalized to others (recall Kohn’s studies of child rearing) we do not know how this takes place or how persistent the traits may be once the initiating environment is withdrawn.

Third, because imitation of prevalent traits, or enforced conformism may play an important role in the transmission of cultural traits, comparative studies of whole societies may provide insights not available in individual-based studies. An example may make this clear. Recall that Edgerton (1971, p. 195) found that pastoralists valued independent action more than farmers. But farmers in a predominantly pastoral tribe valued independence more (almost twice as much by his measure) than farmers in predominantly farming tribes, while pastoralists in predominantly farming tribes valued independence considerably less than did pastoralists in the pastoral tribe. Thus it appears that the predominant livelihood in a tribe may have cultural effects beyond the effects of the livelihood of the individual. Analysis of individual data within a single cultural group this may miss important effects of economic institutions operating on group differences. Comparative analysis of economic experiments implemented in the differing economic environments of distinct societies, including those with premodern economic institutions, would be illuminating.

I emphasize empirical studies because the proliferation of relevant theoretical models in economics has not been matched by empirical investigation. But important contributions could be made by two types of conceptual work.

Fourth, experiments in economics, sociology, and psychology have raised serious doubts about the behavioral accuracy of the minimalist conception of homo economicus: the individual actor with self-regarding and outcome-based preferences. Much of the impact of economic institutions on behavior may occur through the ways that particular institutional settings prompt individuals to draw one or another response—whether self-regarding, spiteful, generous, or other—from their varied behavioral repertoires. A concept of preferences more adequately grounded in the empirical study of behavior would assist in analyzing these processes.

Finally, an integration of the insights of the theory of cultural evolution with those of evolutionary game theory seems likely to be insightful, especially in view of the apparent importance of conformism in cultural transmission (and hence the needed modification of the concept of cultural equilibrium as suggested in Section 3).

Shortcomings of the existing empirical studies and the unsatisfactory “black box” nature of extant knowledge of social learning notwithstanding, the weight of both reason and evidence point strongly to the endogeneity of preferences. If preferences are indeed

---

35 Avner Ben-Ner and Louis Putterman (1997) is a valuable collection of relevant work by economists.
endogenous in the senses suggested here, four implications follow.

First, economics pays a heavy price for its self-imposed isolation from the other behavioral sciences. At its simplest, the conception underlying contemporary disciplinary boundaries is one of society marked by an implausible degree of specialization among institutions: families and religious institutions shape culture, governments govern, and economic institutions allocate resources. These disciplinary boundaries have favored the development of parochial, incompatible, and inadequate models of human behavior in the various disciplines, ranging from the over-socialized homo sociologicus to the undersocialized homo economicus (Mark Granovetter 1985). Recognition of the cultural effects of markets (and other economic institutions) may foster a more unified approach to the behavioral sciences, a benefit of which might be the more successful resolution of outstanding puzzles in economics.36

Second, the effectiveness of policies and their political viability may depend on the preferences they induce or evoke.37 Hirschman (1985, p. 10) points out that economists typically assume otherwise and for this reason propose to deal with unethical or antisocial behavior by raising the cost of that behavior rather than proclaiming standards and imposing prohibitions and sanctions. The reason is probably that they think of citizens as consumers with unchanging or arbitrarily changing tastes in matters civic as well as commodity-related behavior.38 A principal purpose of publicly proclaimed laws and regulations is to stigmatize antisocial behavior and thereby to influence citizens' values and behavioral codes.

Frohlich and Oppenheimer's and Fehr and Gaechter's experiments above suggest that raising the cost of an antisocial behavior and other incentive compatible devices may actually do harm. Moreover, the analysis in Section 6 of the evolution of nice traits suggests that approximating the market ideal by perfecting property rights may weaken non-market solutions to problems of social coordination. There is thus a norm-related analogue to the second best theorem of welfare economics: where contracts are incomplete (and hence norms may be important in attenuating market failures), more closely approximating idealized complete contracting markets may exacerbate the underlying market failure (by undermining the reproduction of socially valuable norms such as trust or reciprocity) and result in a less efficient equilibrium allocation. An analogous caution applies to governmental, family based, or other solutions: for example, numerous experiments (as we have seen) suggest that "earning" a claim on a resource differs in psychologically important ways from simply receiving one, and an adequate understanding of public transfers would seem to require attention to these effects.

Third, preference endogeneity gives rise to a kind of market failure and suggests a reconsideration of some aspects of normative economics. The influence

36 For example, given the poor empirical showing of most theories of wages (Truman Bewley 1995) an adequate understanding of wage setting institutions—including why employers do not generally charge job fees (H. Lorne Carmichael 1985)—would seem to require an account embracing effects of wages on such preferences as the disutility of labor and perceptions of just treatment, along lines suggested by Akerlof's (1984) analysis of gift exchange and Robert Solow's (1990) treatment of "labor markets as social institutions," as well as the work of Fehr and his co-author mentioned above.

37 Romer's (1996) account of the origins and evolution of the social security system addresses the ways that income transfer programs shape preferences; and Frey's (1997) econometric study of tax compliance in Switzerland explores the way that different constitutional arrangements affect a predisposition to tax avoidance. On the importance of considering the impact of environmental policy on environmental preferences see Cass Sunstein (1993).
of our preferences on others is not even approximately captured by contracts: norms of generosity, non-aggression, or punishment of antisocial behaviors confer external benefits for example, while a taste (or addiction) for smoking confers external costs. Because our preferences have non-contractual effects on others, how we acquire them is a matter of public concern.

Just as the process of natural selection does not generally maximize average fitness, there is no reason to expect that the process of cultural transmission determining the equilibrium distribution of traits in the population will support a socially optimal outcome. The cultural equivalent of a market failure thus results; indeed the long-term persistence of socially and even individually disadvantageous norms is hardly open to question, extreme forms of blood revenge representing a particularly well documented example (Jon Elster 1989; Edgerton 1992; Boehm 1984). Because states, communities, and markets may influence the process of cultural evolution, any normative evaluation of the role and scope of these institutions must attempt to take their cultural effects into account.

Fourth, there thus may be a novel public interest in some types of economic arrangements which are commonly considered private. Uncoerced exchange among informed adults is often considered a private realm in which there is no public interest the absence of non-contractual effects on third parties. The philosopher David Gauthier (1986, pp. 95–96) writes "The operation of the market cannot in itself raise any evaluative issues . . . The presumption of free activity ensures that no one is subject to any form of compulsion or any type of limitation not already affecting her own actions as a solitary individual." But if preferences are shaped by markets and other economic institutions, both evaluative issues and a public interest may arise, for an individual’s preferences induce actions imposing non-contractible costs and benefits on others. Thus part of the reasoning which conventionally establishes a public interest in the nature and amount of schooling—the socialization of children is to some extent a public good—would seemingly apply to the effects of economic institutions on preferences as well.

A broader concept of market failure is thus required, one encompassing the effects of economic policies and institutions on preferences and for this reason more adequate for the consideration of an appropriate mix of markets, communities, families, and states in economic governance. Such a new welfare economics would of course have to confront the longstanding liberal philosophical reluctance to privilege some ends over others; that is, it would have to address the problem that Hobbes’ mushroom fiction ellides.
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